
MDTP News Release Regarding the 
California Mathematics Placement Act of 2015 (SB 359) 

 
Senate Bill 359, which was enacted in October 2015, requires California local education agencies to have 
a mathematics placement policy for students entering grade 9 that meets two specified criteria. To help 
agencies meet these requirements, the Mathematics Diagnostic Testing Project (MDTP) will pilot a 
program to develop tests that may be used in those placement policies. In particular, MDTP will develop 
placement tests for entering 9th grade students that are aligned to state-adopted content standards in 
mathematics (refer to SB 359 Sect. 2 Section 51224.7 (b) (1)).  
 
For each pathway, traditional and integrated, MDTP will create an assessment that is aligned to the 
Common Core California Standards for Mathematics. These assessments will be designed to inform 
placement decisions into one of two levels of math: Algebra 1/Geometry or Integrated Math 
1/Integrated Math 2. These assessments will be ready for use in August 2016 in a field test 
version.  Additionally, it will be the responsibility of each school and/or district to determine how they 
will interpret and use their student performance data.  
  
We recommend that schools and districts use existing MDTP readiness tests appropriate to students’ 
courses in order to satisfy SB 359 criteria of assessing students once enrolled into their course (refer to 
SB 359 Sect. 2 Section 51224.7 (b) (2)) within the first month of school.   
 
Since the placement assessment is a pilot program, we expect to be continually revising our placement 
assessments and will be asking schools for feedback data to inform our program’s effectiveness. 
Materials for the MDTP readiness tests and the placement assessment (in fall 2016) can be ordered from 
the MDTP website and scored free of charge.  To learn more about MDTP, visit mdtp.ucsd.edu or email 
us at mdtp@ucsd.edu.  
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